Arthroscopic management of neglected complex knee injury
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ABSTRACT

Meyers and mckeever's type IV comminuted pattern of avulsion fracture of the anterior tibial eminence is not an uncommon injury, however its association with root avulsions of lateral and medial meniscus is very rare combination of injury and the management of the neglected case of this complex knee injury is challenging. A 43-year-old gentleman who came with a history of pain, recurrent instability, locking of his right knee for 2 weeks with restricted activity of daily living. He also had a road traffic accident 5 years ago. He was evaluated clinically, radiologically by X Rays and MRI Scan which revealed complete tear of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) with loose fragments, root tear anterior horn lateral meniscus and posterior horn tear with posterior root avulsion of the medial meniscus. He was managed with arthroscopic removal of large loose body with other loose bony fragments, ACL Reconstruction with hamstring autograft, anterior root repair of lateral meniscus with pull out sutures, with all inside repair of posterior horn tear of medial meniscus using fast-fix 360 device (Smith and Nephew, Andover, MA). At 4 years follow-up the patient was analysed clinically, and the functional outcome was measured with international knee documentation committee (IKDC) and knee injury and osteoarthritis outcome score (KOOS) Scoring system which showed good outcome. Patient has returned to his pre-injury activity level with no limitation of his activity of daily living. There is no set protocol of managing these kinds of neglected complex knee injury. Sometimes you need to think out of the box. A thorough knowledge of anatomy and pathomechanics of knee combined with appropriate technique of repair to save the meniscus and reconstruction of ACL and rehabilitation can yield good result.
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INTRODUCTION

A rare combination of injury involving a neglected meyers and mckeever type IV,³ comminuted fracture of tibial eminence with root avulsion of the meniscus causes increase in the peak contact pressure, failure to convert axial loads into the transverse hoop stresses.² This leads to compromise in the load bearing ability, produce meniscal extrusion, instability, changes in biomechanics of the joint leading to accelerated degeneration of the cartilage and eventually arthritis.³,⁴ Non-union of the fragments will cause repeated locking of the joint mainly the extension of the knee due to the impingement of the avulsed fragment.

Reconstruction and repair of these structures will restore the contact area and peak contact pressures of the knee to near normal, which would slow down early degeneration of the joint.⁵,⁶

CASE REPORT

In this case report we describe a 43-year-old gentleman with a high physical demand who came with a history of pain, instability, locking of his right knee for 2 weeks with restricted activity of daily living to St Johns Medical College Hospital, Bangalore. His symptoms were due to a road traffic accident sustained 5 years ago. He had
neglected similar complaints in the past till he sought treatment with us as he could no longer carry out his activity of daily living without having great discomfort in his knee. He was evaluated clinically and radio-logically by X Rays and MRI Scan, which showed complete tear of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) with loose bony fragments, root tear anterior horn lateral meniscus and posterior horn tear with posterior root avulsion of the medial meniscus (Figure 1). T2 weighted MRI image Showing complete tear of ACL with loose fragments, root tear anterior horn lateral meniscus and posterior horn tear with posterior root avulsion of the medial meniscus (Figure 2).

Arthroscopically loose bodies which had avulsed from the tibial eminence, the largest measuring 2-3 cm and multiple other loose bodies were removed through the antero-medial portal which were blocking the range of motion (ROM) (Figure 4).

On arthroscopy it showed a comminuted avulsed fragment of the bone from the tibial eminence was sclerosed and rounded off, surrounded by fibrous tissue, and complete tear of ACL with loose fragments. Laprade et al type 4 root tear anterior horn lateral meniscus and posterior horn tear with Laprade et al type 5 posterior root avulsion of the medial meniscus were also present with grade 1 Outer bridge cartilage changes on the medial femoral condyle along with multiple loose bodies (Figure 3).
ACL was then reconstructed anatomically with standard arthroscopic technique using 4 tailed autologous hamstring graft. Root repair of the anterior horn of lateral meniscus was done using pull out sutures placed on the anterior horn and was retrieved through the same tibial tunnel for anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction. Ideally a separate tunnel for it is recommended, but here it would not have possible with distorted anatomy in the inter-spinous area of tibia to do separate tunnel for ACL and the anterior horn of lateral meniscus.

However, the ACL was brought anterior and anterior horn of the lateral meniscus was brought posterior through the tibial tunnel respectively and secured appropriately. The posterior horn tear of medial meniscus was repaired with all inside meniscal suture using ultra-fast-fix 360 device (Smith and Nephew, Andover, MA). Avulsed root of the posterior horn of medial meniscus was left alone, as the large bony fragment to which the root had attached was moulded nicely to the contour of the femoral and tibial condyle which was found not to limit the range of motion off knee. Secondly, removal of such a fragment would mean more damage and loss of vascularity of the meniscus. Hence a skillful neglect of medial meniscus pathology was considered (Figure 5-7).

Patient was kept non-weight bearing for 4 weeks with passive range of motion exercise in a safe zone of 0-60 degrees of flexion was initiated immediate post-operative day with patellar mobilization and active assisted and active quadriceps strengthening exercises. Brace was used locked at 0 degrees at night and opened 0-90 degrees in the

---

**Figure 4:** (A) Multiple loose fragments removed arthroscopically radially of the middle digit (B) Largest loose fragment removed arthroscopically measuring 2-3cm.

**Figure 5:** (A) Shuttling of the sutures of the anterior horn root tear of lateral meniscus A. through the tibial tunnel along with the ACL shuttle sutures B. (B) ACL graft in situ with the sutures of the repaired anterior horn lateral meniscus. (C) Transosseous fixation to the proximal tibia.

**Figure 6:** Graphic illustration of the placement of the tunnel on the tibia. Arrows marked in red shows tunnel for ACL. Blue arrows tunnel and shuttle sutures for anterior root LM repair.

**Figure 7:** Showing post-operative X-ray AP & lateral view with loose fragments removed and suspensory fixation device in situ.
day. At 4 weeks, patient was advanced in his knee flexion and weight bearing as tolerated.

**Figure 8:** Showing clinical follow up images at 4 years with no disability (a) squat (b) sitting crossed leg (c) active extension with good quadriceps strength (d) complete flexion.

**Figure 9:** Showing follow up radiographs at 4 years. (a) Scanogram of both lower limbs weight bearing X-ray-anterior posterior view showing no change in the alignment (b) Valgus stress view (c) Lateral view, (d) Rosenberg view (e, f) MRI at follow up showing healing ACL and no loss of height or contour of repair of AHLM.

Gradually the patient was eased into standard rehabilitation protocol and currently has returned to his pre-injury level of daily activity with no limitation of his activity of daily living. The post-operative IKDC, tegner & lysholm and marx activity rating score had excellent outcome in comparison to his pre-operative score (Table 1). The research analysis of the data was done using IBM SPSS Statistics data management tool version 25.0 (64-bit).

**Table 1: pre and post-operative functional scores.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scores</th>
<th>IKDC</th>
<th>Tegner &amp; Lysholm</th>
<th>Marx Activity Rating Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Operative</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>5/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Operative</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>16/16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCUSSION**

Anterior Cruciate ligament is the chief stabilizer of the joint along with the meniscus, which maintains the hoop stress and internal homeostasis of the joint as the ACL deficiency along with meniscal insufficiency causes increased net force acting on the joint and causes deterioration of the cartilage causing early OA.\(^7\)^\(^9\)

Numerous studies have shown that regardless of the delay in the presentation, attempts at reduction should be made and have noted good outcomes in Meyers & McKeever type.\(^2\)^\(^3\) Avulsion fractures have been noted. In type 4 avulsion of tibial spine, management is controversial and most of the studies favour fragment excision and primary ACL reconstruction.\(^1\)

Root avulsion of meniscus associated with ACL complete tear leads to alteration of the loading profiles of the joint compartment which results in loss of hoop stress resistance, meniscal extrusion, macro- instability of the joint which causes abnormal loading of the joint and accelerates the degenerative changes in the joint.\(^10\)^\(^11\) Hence, the repair techniques in the joint and meniscal tissue preservation always gives a better clinical and functional outcome as the biomechanics of the joint is restored which improves stability, prevents meniscal extrusion, restores hoop stress and delays the progress of osteoarthritis.\(^12\)

Traditionally, meniscal root tears were treated nonoperatively or with partial meniscectomy. With numerous biomechanical studies showing the importance of the meniscal roots, there has been an increasing trend toward meniscal preservation for patients with sufficient articular cartilage, using a variety of repair strategies to restore meniscal function 3. Various methods have been described for the repair of the anterior root tear of the meniscus with advantages and disadvantages to the technique like arthroscopic all-inside techniques such as pull-out suture and suture anchor transtibial double-tunnel pull-out technique which were created at the location of the root attachment.\(^13\)^\(^14\)

In our case anterior root repair of lateral meniscus was done using pull out sutures which was placed on the anterior horn and retrieved through the same tibial tunnel for ACLR. Ideally a separate tunnel is advisable if the anatomy is not distorted. This was done as a separate tunnel for it would not have been possible with distorted anatomy in the interspinous area repair and the sutures were secured through trans-osseous technique in the
proximal tibia. With this technique it can be advantageous in patients with poor bone quality in whom a suture anchor technique might not be desirable because of poor fixation and the displacement of the repaired root from its anatomical site can lead to decreased meniscal biomechanical properties with cyclic loading.

With this novel technique we used a single tunnel for the anatomical ACL Reconstruction and anatomical fixation of the anterior root of the lateral meniscus hence restoring the biomechanics of the Knee. Skillfully the root of posterior horn medial meniscus was untouched as it did not limit the natural range of movement of knee and the tibiofemoral cartilage on the medial compartment was good/near normal in spite of the non-anatomical condition of the PHMM being attached to the contoured bone fragment. As its reattachment did not hinder ROM of knee and removal of the bone fragment and refixation of the root would have added more complexity to the procedure and with questionable outcome including the healing of meniscus root, a skillful negligence was deemed a right option for it. However, a PHMM root tear in normal circumstances would need a translabil repair which would add value to the simultaneous ACLR and the outcome. A secondary trans osseous fixation at tibia would add value for the ACLR and root repair of meniscus.

At 4 years follow-up the patient was analyzed clinically, radiologically and functional outcome which was measured with IKDC and KOOS Scoring system showed good outcome. Alignment of the limb was maintained to near normal and with no evidence of progression of knee osteoarthrosis with post-operative MRI showing healed ACL, anterior horn of lateral meniscus and posterior root of medial meniscus. Patient is satisfied with the procedure and has returned to his pre-injury activity level with no limitations of his activity of daily living (Figure 7 and 8).

CONCLUSION

There is no set protocol of managing these kinds of neglected complex knee injury. Sometimes you need to think out of the box. With principle of “do no harm” to the patient and a thorough knowledge of anatomy and pathomechanics of knee combined with appropriate technique of repair to save the meniscus and reconstruction of ACL and rehabilitation can yield good result.
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